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Chapter T*o 

FALAISE

I. Delaying Actions (11 - 18 Aug 44)

41. While Seventh Arrqy was asking preparations for a 

counterattack on Avranches, it became apparent that the approach 

of US forcea toward the Mortain- Alengon line presented a growing 

threat to the Army©s south flank. For this reason Seventh Anay 

shortened its front line, thus making troops available for the 

protection of the flanks and the rear. Accordingly, LXKXIV fof 

Corps withdrew during the night of 11/12 Aug 44 to the line La 

iande-Vaumont heights west of Vengeons Sourdeval. (For the 

comadtaaent of 353 Inf Div on 12 Aug kk, see App 1.)

42. On 12 Aug Ub, US forces tried to break through the 

new front. Several tank-supported attacks astride the Gathemo  

Vengeons road achieved only small and unimportant gains to the 

eaat in the La Haule Vengeons area. Similar US Attacks took place 

east and south of the Division sector, but they did not alter tht 

over-all situation in any way.

43. In order to further shorten the front and relieve 

forces, LXXXIV Inf Corps was withdrawn to the area northwest of
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finchebray Truttemer-le-Grand north of Domfront, during the night 

of 12/13 Aug 44. (See App 2.) About this time Division received 

an infantry regiment (Obat von Dobeneck) from 331 Inf Division. 

I do not recall its exact number, or the date of transfer. This 

regiment was fresh and was at full combat strength in men and 

materiel.

44. During 13 Aug 44* several attacks took place in the 

Truttemer-le-Grand area, they resulted in small penetrations, which 

could be sealed. The situation was worse on 14 Aug 44, for the 

dominating heights near St Sauveur de Chaulieu were lost, and US 

forces succeeded in penetrating the forest east of that town. US 

forces also attacked from the© direction of La Lande-Vaumont, and 

achieved penetrations.

45. Division had suffered heavy losses. These were re 

placed, to a certain extent, by the timely arrival of a flsarsch 

(repl transfer) battalion consisting of men "on leave from Norway." 

The regiment of Obst von Dobeneck (from 331 Inf Oiv), just attached 

to Division, was badly cut to pieces in its first commitment. On 

the night of 14/15 Aug 44, Division was relieved by order of LXXXI7 

Inf Corps and withdrawn to the area of Tinehebray because its position 

was no longer tenable. (For new position, see App 3«)

On 15 Aug 44, FS Jg Hgt 6 (Obstlt von der Heydte) was 

transferred out of the Division. It was to be evacuated to the 

area of Nancy for reorganization.
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46. By now the danger to Seventh Army©s rear and flanks 

had developed still further, and withdrawal movements were continued. 

(For position occupied during the night of 15/16 Aug 44» see App 4») 

During 16 Aug 44, US forces made several local penetrations in the 

vicinity of Piers. A heavy enemy assault, launched in the south 

from the Fore©t d©Andaine, threatened the rear of 353 Inf Division. 

It was necessary to withdraw infantry from the front and to hold 

them in readiness behind the left wing of the division. Both com 

manders and troops were glad when evening came and Division could 

withdraw to the east, dn orders from LXXXIV Inf Corps. (For the
/

position on 17 Aug 44, see App 5.)

47  During this new disengaging movement, LXXXIV Inf 

Corps withdrew the main body of 84 Inf Div, so that the unit could 

afford protection against the threatening encirclement of Seventh 

Army. A regimentaJL Kampfgruppe of that Division was loft behind 

in the Briouze sector, on 17 Aug 44, and placed under the command 

of 353 Inf Division. (The nuniber of the regiment and the name of 

the commanding officer are forgotten.) Briouze was easily defended 

frontally, because the Uarais du Grand Haze lay west of it. However, 

on the southern flank little could be done. A panzer division was 

supposed to have made contact there, but its troops could not be 

found. On 17 Aug 44, US forces were feeling their way from the 

south, toward Pointel, which placed the Kampfgruppe of 84 Inf Div 

in a difficult position, By personal action at Brlouzo, the Com- 

mander of 353 Inf Div so succeeded in organizing and stiffening
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the defense that further encirclement from the south was prevented. 

In the evening of 1? Aug 44, the shattered Kampfgruppe of 84 Inf 

Div was ordered back to its division by LXXXIV Inf Corps.

43. It was impossible for the weakened units to continue 

defending an inflexible MLR. fo facilitate the defense, the Commander 

of 353 Inf Div reorganized the Division for comitnent according to 

a plan embodying the following four positions: the MLR (preceded by 

combat outposts if possible), second position, artillery positions, 

and a third position.

The first and second positions were occupied; the third 

position had been reconnoitred and prepared by a reconnaissance 

staff* Although penetrations could no longer be eliminated on the 

MLR, these thrusts could be contained effectively in the second 

position. In the event of a successful enemy breakthrough, the 

troops in the first position were withdrawn to the third, after 

contact had been established with adjacent units. Ibis arrangement 

proved to be successful and was retained for the future.

II. Orne Hiver Crossing

49* The night of 17/18 Aug 44 brought the crossing of 

the Orne River, with orders from LXXXIV Inf Corps to take up a 

position on the east bank. The withdrawal was made over a stretch 

of road which was relatively long, considering the short summer 

night in which the march had to be made, the routes of approach 

and crossing sites were under heavy harassing fire from US artillery.
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Ihe banks of the Orne are 90 steep and so high that troops, although 

raarching on foot, were compelled to use the roads and crossings. 

(Ihe bed of the river is about 130 meters above sea level, with the 

banks rising sharply from the river bed to a height of 200 asters.) 

Hie Division chose a crossing at a bridge away from any town, near 

a mill, where artillery fire was least bothersome. (X cannot give 

its exact location, but App 6 shows approximately where it was.)

§0. As twilight began to fall, the Division Commander, 

personally, went to the immediate vicinity of the crossing. As it 

grew dark, US forces increased their artillery fire on the Orne so 

that it blanketed the entire deeply-cut river. Ihe road was blocked 

several times by shot-up vehicles or dead horses and continually had 

to be opened by clearing units* There were also losses in personnel. 

Hptm ffelker, Adjutant of Oren Rgt 984 and an important officer, was 

killed. By the beginning of daylight, the main body of the Division 

had consisted the crossing and only a small rear guard was left on 

the enemy side. OS fighter-bombers went into action at dawn against 

movements east of the Orne.

51. The character of the terrain changed suddenly from 

that to which the troops had been accustomed. Whereas hedges, walls, 

trees, and bushes had offered excellent protection against aerial 

observation from Cherbourg Brest to the Orne, the terrain east of 

the river was open. Here I saw columns shot up by fighter-bombers 

and losses in men, vehicles and horses on a scale unknown since the 

beginning of the invasion. Ihe troops were greatly impressed by the
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new situation. Soon after it became light, artillery fire ceased 

and the attacking planes, rMch had been active aad had found good 

targets only at early dawn, disappeared. The troops had a couple of 

hours in which to rest. (For new position, see App 6.)

III. Between the Qrne and the Vie (18 - 20 Aug 44)

52. In the meantime, 363 Inf Div had been withdraw! from 

the western sector of the Seventh Arey front, to protect Anay©s rear. 

This thinning process made contact and mutual support impossible 

along the front, and thus US forces were soon on the eastern bank of 

the Orne. Only painstakingly and with heavy losses was it possible 

for the Division (Ed; the German is ambiguous here, but apparently 

353 Inf Div is meant) to withdraw during daylight, hours to the 

Argentan lorteaux Couliboeuf railroad. The withdrawal was possible 

only because US fighter-bombers did not appear. (Sao App 7 and 

App 8.)

In compliance with orders from Seventh Artqy, 353 Inf Div 

was transferred on IS Aug 44 from LXXXI? Inf Corps to II F» Corps.

53. Sews from the rear became more and uore threatening 

on that day. The British had taken Trun, while OS troops had pushed 

northward east of Foret de Gouffern. The situation had been exploited. 

Division regarded the matter very seriously, since in the face of this 

crisis it was no longer under the clear, purposeful command of LXXXIV 

Inf Corps, but under a corps which, as a Luftwaffe unit, did not
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Inspire the same confidence as would a unit of the Heer. Furthermore v 

it proved impossible to set up telephone communication with II FS 

Corps.

54. During the night of 18/19 Aug 44, the Division main 

body was withdrawn to the western edge of Bois de Feuillet and ForSt 

de Gouffern. Only combat outposts remained along the railroad. On 

the morning of 1? Aug 44, the II K» Corps gave advance notice that 

It intended to withdraw behind the Dive a during the night of 19/20 

Aug 44. It warned that the bank of the Dives might be occupied by 

the enemy. Division immediately began reconnaissance, which, by noon, 

yieldtd the following picture: Villebadin was occupied by the eneay 

and German columns of all types were streaming from the west to the 

crossings at Ohambois and St Lambert sur Dives. Biese columns were 

AS much as a km broad (sic). Trun and the east bank of the Gives 

south of it were in energy hands.

55. On the afternoon of 19 Aug 44» II KS Corps ordered 

that a breakout from the pocket be made on the night of 19/20 Aug 44* 

The following units were to break out: 3 *S Div, via Magny, south 

of Trun; and 353 Inf Div, via St Lambert sur Dives. All vehicles 

were to be sent out of the pocket via Ghaaboia. In the meantime, 

hovftver, Chambois and St Lambert sur Dives fell into the hands of 

the enejay. The Division Commander therefore decided to break out 

with bia main body at Caaobois in order to protect his vehicles frost 

the danger of being captured., and to have only Kfgr Heinz (Gren Rgt 9S4) 

and the rear guard (Gren Egt 942) break out at St Lambert,
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56. During the day the south flank of Division became 

nore and more endangered. Sierefore, Division entrusted Pi Kp 353 

with the protection of the south flank on the southern edge of the 

Foreb da Gouffern, south of the command post of Qi vision. Hie 

Company had hardly arrived there wlien XLVII Pa Corps took it under 

its coisnand. Division learned of this only belatedly and, consequently, 

only a few of these engineers were seen again. (For the formation 

taken up by IE vision at dusk, fee App 9.)

57. Gren Rgts 941, 984 and von Dobeneck assembled as soon 

as darkness fell. 3he following units were supposed to make the break 

out; Gren Bgt 941* via Ghamboia, followed by Obst von Dobeneck©e 

regiment; Gren Bgt 984, via St Lambert aur Dives, followed by the 

rear guard, Gren Rgt 942. The objective assigned was the western 

slope of Mont Qrael, Division Headquarters intended to reach Mont 

Onael via Charabols.

58. Because of terrain difficulties, fburnay sur Dives 

could not be by-passed. The village was in flames and the streets 

were coaqpletely blocked by destroyed vehicles, dead horses, and 

immobilized tanks. Clearance work delayed the inarch through the 

village by three hours. Every five minutes a sudden concentration 

of artillery fine hit the town©s eastern edge, but not the main 

thoroughfare, so that the movement took place without losses. At 

fournay sur Dives, the Division Conmander took charge of three tanks 

which were lost froza their unit. The wounded commander of 3 PS 

Elv, Genii Schlmpf, was taken along on one of the tanks. Hie road
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from fournay sur Dives to Chamboia was under artillery fire from the 

south, but, even here, there were no losses.

59. When the Division Consaandar at the head of the right 

column was near Chambois, he found in the hedge terrain at Le Bas Fel 

several tanks under the command of a staff officer (S3?), who had the 

mission of clearing up the area of Chatabois. these tanks assembled 

at early dawn, 20 Aug 44. The Division Cosaaander attached his right 

column to the tanks and, with them, got across the Dives at a name 

less locality between Charaboia and St Lambert sur Dives. The swift 

tanks then disappeared, and immediately to the north of the town the 

gap was again sealed by the  neay.

60. In this nameless locality there were, besides Kfgrs 

Schaita and Dobeneck, numerous other soldiers from all divisions in 

the pocket soldiers who, as stragglers behind the tanks and 353 

Xnf Div, succeeded in crossing the Dives. The Division Commander 

reorganized the units and formed Kampfgruppes. It did not take long 

for the enemy artillery to discover that this section of the town 

was in German hands, and heavy fire began to fall on the crowded 

town, losses occurred, the Kampfgruppes which had been organized 

in the emergency were scattered, and great confusion resulted. In 

spite of everything, we finally succeeded in reorganizing the main 

body of the troops to some extent. (See App 10.)

61. Near the town, soldiers hid behind bushes and waited 

in gullies. Patrols reeonnoitering toward the southeast encountered 

Americans; toward the north, British} and toward the northeast,
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Ghurchill tanks. The Division Commander decided to us  two German 

tanks, found during the reorganization, for a breakthrough in the 

narrow gap between the British and Americana. These tanks had 

hardly left the town when both were knocked out by fir  from Qmrchill 

tanks. The improvised Kanpfgruppea lay under cover without initia 

tive; they had had their fill of fighting; they were tired and dis 

couraged*

62... The Division Commander took about a dozen brave-looking 

men and reeonnoitered a covered path running approximately eastward 

(see App 10). He came under fire from a Churchill tank but received 

only a slight head wound, so that he could still direct the evacuation 

of Kfgr Schmita over the path reeonnoitered. Thus, at least the men 

escaped from the pocket. Vehicles and guns fell into the hands of 

the enengrj only two or three Vblkswagens got through. Numerous 

wounded men and other soldiers, among them setae from Division Head 

quarters, were taken prisoner by the eneay.

63* Th  open area north of Frenee was overcrowded with 

soldiers of the Heer, Luftwaffe, and SS, soon after the spearheads 

of the Division had broken through. Everyone pressed toward Mont 

Qrael, which rises high above the open plain. (Dives valley lies 

about 90 meters above sea level; Mont Ormel, about four km from the 

Dives, is about 250 meters high.) A US artillery liaison plane 

hovered over the open terrain, and directed artillery fire on the 

retreating troops.
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64. The units were reorganized on Mont Ormel as follows: 

Kfgr Schmits (including all soldiers of the Heer), Kfgr FS, and 

Kfgr SS. I do not remember the names of the commanders of Kfgr FS 

and Kfgr S3.

Kfgr Dobeneck had apparently lost its way; it veered 

north and was incorporated into another division. Furthermore, 

Division had no contact with Gren Rgt 984 (Obst Heinz) or with the 

rear guard. Although Gren Rgt 984 later contacted the Division 

(about 21 or 22 Aug 44)* Gren Rgt 942, including its commander, 

Maj Engel, remained unaccounted for. (For the troop dispositions 

on Mont Crael, see App 11.)

65. Neither adjacent units nor higher headquarters were 

to be found. Kfgr S3, however, reported that British armored 

reconnaissance elements were present in the woods north of the 

mountain. A few security elements, furnished by panzer divisions 

(I can no longer remember which divisions), were on the Vie. Div 

ision therefore decided to fall back behind idle Vie and gave orders 

to put the Ka-apfgruppea on the march. Kfgrs Schoidt and FS arrived 

at the correct time; Kfgr SS was missing. Having gotten out of the 

pocket, it had marched away, without carrying out the order given 

it to proceed to the Vie and take up positions there. Officers of 

Division Headquarters searched in vain until darkness to find the S3. 

Presumably they had moved into billets, leaving the security to 

soldiers of the Heer and the Luftwaffe.

As a political combat organisation, the SS was noted for 
its audacity, but apparently it lacked the untiring steadfastness  
the silent performance of duty by which no laurels can be obtained  
which was continually demanded of the Heer. The soldier at the front
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naturally asked why, ia spite of everything, the oeiabers of the 
SS were in many ways better off than hinself. the answer is that a 
distinction was made between the Rehrmacht and party organizations, 
favoring the latter. This fact was a source of vexation to the 
troops, so it can be understood that there were troop coauaanders 
who shunned all association and contact with the S3 in order that 
this discrimination raight not be flaunted before the eyes of their 
men. The historian who seeks to find the reasons for the German 
collapse should not let these facts pass unnoticed.

IV. Aftermath of Falaiae

66. The Division Coranander sought personal contact idth 

the headquarters of II FS Corps. On his trip he found the hsad- 

quarters of XL71I Pa Corps and requested that his Division be put 

under its command. The Corps Commander rejected this proposal because, 

having just fought hie way out of the pocket, he had neither a working 

staff nor the essential signal equipment.

6?. She conuaand post of Seventh -Arasr was In the vicinity 

of Le Sap, but only the la, Obst Helmdach, had arrived there. For 

the tliae being, he left the Division on the Tie. Until a corps 

headquarters should become available, Division was to take its 

orders directly from Seventh Amy. For the naxt day it was planned 

that Division be withdrawn from the front and reorganized in the area 

of Le Sap. Accordingly, Division was withdrawn on 21 AUK 44 to the 

area Terec Lea Essarts, east .of Le Sap. vliere nucaerous stragglers 

appeared^ also the much weakened Gren Rgt 934 and three howitzers 

of AR 353.
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69. The occupation of the position on the Vie, the with 

drawal, the march into the area of Le Sap, and the reorganization of 

the units there took place without eneay interference. No enemy 

tanks pushed into the shattered,, disorganised troops, although such 

a move would have opened the road to Belgium, nor did fighter-bombers 

attack the defenseless reanants of the Division.

69. When these trying days were over, the period of 

occupation of quarters, rest, and reorganisation of units felt almost 

like peacetime, this impression was strengthened by our reception 

in quarters. Sie Hormans showed neither hate nor vindictiveness. 

There was no ease of assault on soldiers, although at that time they 

were moving through the land in large numbers, either singly or in 

small groups. The population showed only pity and was ready to help 

wherever it could.

V. Bases of Soldier Morale

70. With the Battle of falaise, the third great battle 

fought by 353 Ihf Biv after the beginning of the invasion ended. 

In the first, the Battle of the Cotentin, the troops held fast in 

spite of their inferiority because they believed this inferiority to 

be only temporary. Bad not Hitler stated for years that he would 

master an invasion because he had included every eventuality in his 

calculations? That is why the soldiers, believing they were fighting 

to gain time for the movement of reserves and of the Luftwaffe, died 

on the Cotentin. The result of these sacrifices was that the
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Amerioans did not reach their nltyl9n (25 Jun 44) objective, the 

Avranchee area, until 31 JtO. 44. Hie German troops on the Cotentin 

gave the High Coanand a real gain in time, and did everything 

possible for a force so inferior in men and materiel.

71. In the second great battle, Avranches, in which US 

forces opened the door to the interior of France, hopes rose again 

when the German counterattack began. After the failure to drive the 

Americans from the Cotentin, an attack on Avranches had to be dared, 

although there was little hope of success. Die troops saw that 

almost everything had to be staked on one card. All troops will 

occasionally take a chance if there is any likelihood of success. 

In spite of their exhausted condition, the men entered this battle 

confidently; they could not know that there was no chance of success, 

that their leaders were playing a hopeless game, that the eagerly 

anticipated commitment of the Luftwaffe would not take place. Only, 

in the course of the battle did the troops learn their bitter 

lesson. For the first time the soldier on the invasion front 

suspected (or perhaps fully realised) that he was being used as cannon 

fodder for Hitler.

Confidence in the military leadership received a terrific 

jolt. This was unavoidable, since the command had undermined its 

own reputation earlier by other measures when it shook the confi 

dence of the troops after the humiliation of the unsuccessful 

20 Jul 44 plot. The appointment of Hiamlar as Befehlshaber des
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Ersatsheeres (Commander, Replacement Training Am$r) was reeeiTed by 

the Wehrnacht with the deepest shame, which becomes comprehensible in 

the light of his popular nickname "Unterweltgmargchall" (garshall of 

the Underworld). This shame was further heightened by the introduc 

tion of the so-called "German salute."

72. Bhy, then, did the soldier continue to fight after 

Avranches, in spite of his wavering confidence in the Supreme 

Command? Could he continue to fight without assuming responsibility 

for the disaster to his country?

In 1918, when Ludendorff perceived that there was no 

possibility of a military victory, he demanded an armistice. The 

officers and sen who continued to fight after Avranches and Falaise 

did so in the belief that even the political leaders of Germany had 

insight comparable to that of Ludendorff.

In 1918 approximately three months elapsed between the 

acknowledgment of military defeat and the armistice. Then,.a 

penetration into Germany was successfully avoided. In 1944, every 

thing possible had to be done to protect the Fatherland from the 

ravages of war before the ultimate defeat. That the government had 

no intention of ending the war, the soldier who had Just taken his 

third great defeat at Falaise could not know. Be therefore passed 

through this difficult trial and took what followed.
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